નં. શુભકલા / 2018

tapu-12-2018

સંદર્ભ :-
(1)પ્રે.લી.પ્ર.યુ.સ.યુ.એમ.એ.લી.લી., યુ.એમ.એ.એસ. - ગામીનગર ના
пત તા. ૧૮-૦૨-2018
(2) આયુષ વચન, નયુ હેલ્થ ના પ્રાંક ન. F.No.R- 13040/33/2016-HD(Tech)
Part, t. 01-11-2018
(3) આયુષ વચન, નયુ હેલ્થ ના પ્રાંક ન. F.No.R- 11011/02/2018-EM (IM-1)
Part-1, t. 25-10-2018

પરિપત :-

લિખેલ :- સંક્લિત પત્રની નકલ

પ્રિતી,
- સૌરાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવર્સિટી સંદર્ભ તમામ હોમિયોપેથી કેલેન્ડરાના આયુષીયો.

નકલ સાદર રચાના:-
1. માનુષ કોલ્પનિતો/કુલસાહિત્યના અંગત સાહિત્ય
2. પ્રિતી, પરીક્ષા નિયામકશી, પરીક્ષા વિસ્તાર, સૌ. યુનિ., રાજકોટ

નકલ રચાના જાળવ તથા યોજના પાઠ્યાસરી ઘરી :-
1. છેમયુટર સેન્ટર ( લેખાસાઈટ પર પ્રલિંધા થવા ઘરી ...)
organisation: ADMISSION COMMITTEE FOR PROFESSIONAL UNDER GRADUATE/POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION COURSES (ACPUGMEC/ACPPGMEC)

government: Government of Gujarat

date: 18/18/18

applicant: prati shri,
namam viniyog, sarathi/shastra-vidhi/sthunirmooj, samvidhaye, nasherachi aane aksharvarshik vibhagao (srivastav/agnivachak amavas) gujarat shrawan

subject: var 2018-18 na praves ni baapadan bhetan.
sanskar: 1) bhavan sanskar na pat card: F.No.R-13040/33/2016-HD (Tech) Part, nd 01.09.2018
2) bhavan sanskar na pat card: F.No.R-11011/02/2018-EM (IM-1) Part-1, nd 26.10.2018

maldhari shri,

uparokta bharo ane sanskar ane prashna varudaya ke var 2018-18 ni tamam sanskrathy praves srivastave apana vikash, bhavan sanskar itar para nishan sreshth NEET-UG-2018 ane AIPGET-2018 na nakli wayet. vikashman parshu muhurat uruvar shiladi ch. keshvi tamam sanskrathy nishtat vedi.

amahar sam.

organisation: ACPUGMEC/ACPUGMEC

dept: O/n.bap.

office: Office address: GMERS Medical College, Sector-12, Gandhinagar – 382016

website: www.medadmgujarat.org  Email: medadmgujarat@gmail.com  Phone: 9099074536
To,

All State Authorities
(As enclosed)

Sub: Admission in Under Graduate degree Courses in ASU&H College-reg.

Sir/Madam,

In continuation to this Ministry’s letter of even number dated 11.06.2018, it is further clarified that the Ministry has received various representations stating that seats are lying vacant due to lesser number of qualified students in the NEET-2018.

2. In this regard, the matter regarding qualifying criteria has been examined by the Ministry and decided that in order to be eligible for admission, it shall be necessary for a candidate to obtain minimum of marks at 35th percentile in NEET-2018. However, in respect of candidates belonging to Scheduled castes, Scheduled tribes, Other Backward castes, the minimum marks shall be at 25th percentile. In respect of the candidates with bench marked Disabilities specified under the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016, the minimum marks shall be at 30th percentile for General Category candidates and 25th percentile for SC/ST/OBC candidates.

3. This clarification is applicable only for Academic Year 2018-19.

4. This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

Yours faithfully,

(Dr. Shashi Ranjan Kumar Vidyarthi)
Director
Ph.No.011-24651976-80

Copy to:
1. Chief Secretaries to all State/UT (as per list enclosed) for necessary action.
2. Registrar of all Universities having affiliated AYUSH Colleges, for information and necessary action at their level.
3. The Secretary (CCIM/CCH), 61-65 Institutional Area, Opp. D-Block, Janakpuri, New Delhi for necessary action.
4. NIC for uploading on Ministry’s website.
5. Principal/Directors of all AYUSH Colleges/Institutions for information.
To,
All State Authorities
(As enclosed)

Sub: Admission in Post Graduate degree in ASU&H College-reg.

Sir/Madam,

In continuation to this Ministry's letter of even number dated 21.09.2018, it is further clarified that the Ministry has received various representations stating that seats are lying vacant due to less number of qualified students in the AIPGET-2018.

2. In this regard, the matter has been examined by the Ministry and decided that the minimum eligibility marks of the entrance test for admission in the case of general candidates shall be Fiftieth (50th) percentile; in the case of candidates belonging to the Schedule Castes, the Scheduled Tribes and regular Central or State Government service candidate shall be Fortieth (40th) percentile and in the case of candidates belonging to the Other Backward classes shall be Forty fifth (45th) percentile in the AIPGET-2018.

3. The last date/cut-off date of admission in ASU&H Post Graduate Courses will be 15th November 2018.

4. This clarification is applicable only for Academic Year 2018-19.

5. This issues with the approval of the competent authority.

Yours faithfully,

(Dr. Shashi Kumar Ranjan Vidyarthi)
Director
Ph.No.011-24651976-80

Cove to:
1. Registrar of all Universities having affiliated AYUSH Colleges, for information and necessary action at their level.
2. The Secretary (CCIM/CCH), 61-65 Institutional Area, Opp. D-Block, JNU Campus, New Delhi for necessary action.
3. The Director, All India Institute of Ayurveda, Gauri Kund, Sarita Vihar, Mathura Road, New Delhi.
4. NIC for uploading on Ministry's website.
5. National Institutes under the Ministry of AYUSH.